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THE DESIGN EDGE
CREATING QUALITY SPACES
Major highlights of the month:

ONGOING PROJECTS
1. GARAGE COWORK PVT LTD.

AIHP SIGNATURE

2. COLLEGE DEKHO, GARAGE

3. AEO DESIGN CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.

RECENT BEST PROJECTS
1

1

CAMBAYES INDIA PVT LTD.

2
ROSENBERGER ELECTRONIC
CO.(INDIA) PVT. LTD.
4. UNITECT SIGNATURE
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ABOUT AIHP
AIHP

is a one stop shop for the conceptualization, creation, implementation and
management of world-class workplace environments. Our concept is unique; we are the first
to offer corporate office space as a product rather than a group of outsourced services.

For our customers the age old business challenge of expanding, relocating or starting an
office is reduced to answering a few short questions on basic business requirements. Sixty
days later our customers plug in their laptops and start working, without the worry of ever
having to change a light bulb!
Our backward integrated model is the foundation of our product. We are the largest
corporate landlords in Gurugram , with over a million square feet of commercial real estate.
Our in house specialized teams provide the end-to-end product delivery which includes
conceptualization, design, architecture, manufacturing of furniture, office fit-outs,
incubation, workplace management and hospitality.

VISION
To be India’s first corporate landlord, backward integrated company and preferred corporate
brand for end to end conceptualization, creation, and management of world class workplace
environment.

MISSION
To contribute to the needs of corporate customers for work space.
To be reliable and transparent in all our relationships with clients, employees and business
partners.

VALUES
Customer delight through ethical and professional service.
Operational efficiency and excellence through creativity.
Unyielding integrity in everything we do.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

HOLI – FESTIVALS OF COLOUR
In March this year, people around the world will celebrate the Hindu festival
of Holi, also known as the "Festival of Colors". Observed for centuries, the
festival is a jubilant occasion that sees Hindus create bonfires and cover
each other in rainbow-hued powder to commemorate the beginning
of spring.
In addition to marking the arrival of spring, Holi also celebrates fertility,
color, love, and the triumph of good over evil. The origins of the festival can
be found in various legends in Hindu mythology, one of which tells the story
of a demon, Holika, and her brother, King Hiranyakashipu.
On the night before Holi, bonfires are lit to signify the burning of Holika and
the victory of good over evil. Some Hindus who observe the festival will also
smear themselves with ashes from the fire, as a symbol of purification.
Ranging from socio-cultural, religious to biological there is every reason why
we must heartily enjoy the festival and cherish the reasons for its
celebrations. So when, its time for Holi, please don't hold yourself back and
enjoy the festival to the hilt by participating with full enthusiasm in every
small tradition related to the festival.
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GARAGE COWORK PRIVATE LIMITED

Our Design concept emphasizes on the experience
of people coming from different backgrounds to
.
operate out of a Co-working space. A tailored look + feel provides a distinct character to the overall
space with emphasis given to representing a sense of industrial chic look at the plaza with designer
ceilings and lots of exposed rugged finishes. The design philosophy addresses Garage as an International
brand with key influences and nuances from the Indian culture and architecture.
AIHP were design consultants for the project.
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MAKING YOUR JOB JOYFUL
Job” and “joy” have one letter between them, but for many they’re like chalk and cheese. And yet people do
experience joy in their work. They’re the people who regale you with tales of how much they love what they
do and make you feel bad because you don’t leap out of bed on a Monday morning.
Your mind might spring to the likes of Oprah and Richard Branson, but joyful work isn’t exclusively for the
super-rich and super-successful. A high school teacher who loves helping kids develop their talents will find
joy in his job. An art director will find joy through shaping a creative vision and seeing it come to life. And a
bank clerk who loves people will find joy in her work when she treats customers like human beings instead
of commodities.

Here are five ways to feel more joy in your work.
1. Don’t Be an Island : When you’re hating on your job, there’s a tendency to withdraw from the people
you work with. You don’t chat with them because you don’t even want to be there. You don’t ask about
them because you don’t care. And you don’t laugh with them because you just want to get your work
done and get home. Time and time again, polls have shown that the people you work with are the
number one reason for loving a job. So disconnecting yourself from people will not only deprive you
from human connections that can provide some much needed relief, support, and joy, but it’ll also do
real damage to your happiness prospects and self-esteem. Say hey. Be interested. Smile. Offer help. Not
because you have to, but because there’s more fun to be had when you’re part of a community.
2. Accept Responsibility : Sometimes the last thing you want to do is raise your hand and take on
responsibility especially when you have a full plate already. But if you’re not responsible for something,
you’ll feel like a tiny, insignificant cog in a big machine. When you side-step responsibility for the
contribution you make, you also side-step the inherent value you get from it. More than a sense of a
“job well done,” taking and accepting responsibility is the only way you can really see your contribution.
Whether you played a small role in a big project or were leading a complex program of work, you have
an impact. Maybe you offered a dependable, ever-present skill that helped things along. Maybe you had
an idea for a better way of doing things. Or maybe you listened to people and made the best choices you
could. Whatever your contribution, own it.
3.

Don’t Play Games : You know why politicians don’t give straight answers? It’s because they want to
avoid responsibility (see above), want to get their own way, and want everyone to like them. It’s an
extraordinary combination of self-interest that isn’t just seen in Washington and Westminster, but in
offices everywhere. Office politics will eat you alive if you let them. From building your empire at the
expense of others to being sure to cover your own ass and assign blame elsewhere to only showing the
sides of you that you think will earn the most favor, politics is all about the detail of your own agenda
and never about joy. Watch for the politics. The little jabs and comments that might draw you in.
Occupying yourself with image over value. Getting distracted by ego and agendas rather than doing
great work. Find joy in playing tennis, Trivial Pursuit, or Candy Crush by all means. Just don’t play at
politics.
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4. Engage: Resisting, fighting, or struggling against your job is only going to strip away any possibility of
enjoyment. Even though you may not enjoy your job a whole lot, why spend your energy flapping your wings
against the bars of the cage when you can make things so much easier? I get it, sometimes work sucks and
you’d rather not be there. But even then, choose to struggle, and that will be your experience. Choose to
hate your job, and that will be your experience. Choose to fight against where you’re at, and that will be your
experience. You don’t have to bury or ignore your dislikes, but you don’t have to let that stuff dictate what
happens. Just engage with it. Embrace it. Throw yourself into it, and you’ll create an environment where joy
can happen.
5. Follow the Energy : It’s so hard to feel any kind of joy, pleasure, or even satisfaction when you’re run
down, uninspired, and unmotivated. So sometimes, you gotta go where the joy is. Ask to get involved in that
project that you’ve been eying jealously because it’s looks like it really might be something special. Apply a
strength or talent (creativity, empathy, problem solving) in your work rather than leaving those things at the
door. Or sometimes this might mean retraining, reskilling, or making a move into a company or a career that
really lights you up. The point is, life’s too short to not experience joy in your work. It doesn’t have to be
there every day, and it shouldn’t be something that you expect to be provided but joy is something you can
feel more if you only choose to make it a priority.

Dr. S.K.Gupta
(Director – Corporate Affairs)
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BIRTHDAYS IN MARCH

EVENTS

S.NO

BIRTHDAYS IN MARCH

DATE

1.

PUNDRIK SHARMA
(HEAD-TRANSACTIONS)

8TH MARCH

2.

MEENA KUMAR
(BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT EXECUTIVE)

10TH MARCH

3.

PHILPSAMULE
(FIELD EXECUTIVE)

16TH MARCH

4.

SURAJ KOLEY
(CARPENTER)

20TH MARCH

5.

KUNAL GUPTA
(HEAD OPERATIONS)

24TH MARCH

6.

MANOJ MEHTA
(HR MANAGER–IFS)

31ST MARCH
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EVENTS
EVENTS

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
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ELEVATIONS

VIEW

7

7
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WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATION

ELEVATIONS

VIEW
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HAPPY BEGINNINGS
CAMBAY CONSULTING INDIA PVT.LTD.
AIHP SIGNATURE,UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE 4

RIBBON CUTTING CEREMONY

.

KEY HANDOVER CEREMONY
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ROSENBERGER ELECTRONIC CO, (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
5TH FLOOR JMD PACIFIC

.
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EDITORIAL TEAM
Dr. S.K. GUPTA
YOGESHWAR KANU
SHUBHAM JAIN

AIHP Tower,249 G,3rd Floor, Udyog Vihar, Phase-IV, Gurugram-122015, Haryana
Contact:+91-124-4837800

http://www.aihp.in/
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